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In t rodu c t i on



The group of St Michaels Northgate were fascinated in furthering

the understanding of the their

visual intent by means of comparing how the production and conceptualisation processes relate to

each other through the medium

of drawing, modelling, computer

rendering and film. Through a

progression of experiments, they

attempted to capture a kinetic

object’s underlying differential

graphic, mood, and structure, in

order to evoke the dynamically

changing viewpoint. Drawing is

a flexible form of representation;

it plays as a language, a necessary skill for anyone who wants

to express ideas or feelings in

written images. Architectural

scale models are also an important part of the design process

as it helps present a design more

effectively than pictures. The

world in scale model grants us a

sense of authority; it is more easily

manoeuvred and manipulated,

more easily observed and understood. Moreover when we fabricate, touch, or simply observe the

miniature, we have entered into a

private affair; the sense of closeness, of intimacy is implicit.
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Unfortunately, this intimacy is

being lost as the digital age has

resulted in a question of reality,

where computer images are often

idealized with dramatic lighting,

generic people, and perfectly set

up scenes. In recent years technological advancements have

made these images more and

more realistic but the CAD model

has also had a negative affect

on the designer, often limiting

their imaginative power to their

technical capability.In testing the

interface between analogue and

digital it is possible to convey a

kinetic architectural experience

and it is therefore useful to investigate the process of projection,

analysis and transformation that

happens between the uses of

these interdisciplinary tools.  As

the interface between these tools

becomes more fluid it is possible

to conceive new spatial experiences and create unique hybrid

forms of representation, including

montage. Various forms of photomontage in architecture have

emerged as a critical and conceptual tool to understand and

communicate immaterial qualities

of the architectural landscape.



This has therefore helped architects to form a consciousness

towards the cultural and social situations constructed around and

by architecture. Film has been

used in the past in architectural

projects mainly as a tool for data

collection but it is in the value of

video editing which can provide

opportunities for critical comment

and assist in communicating and

reinterpreting temporal, phenomenal and transformational

qualities of space. Architectural

scholars are now fully embracing the potential of the increasingly accessible medium of film

to respond to the challenges of

representing the rapidly changing

postmodern society, which will

help increase our understanding of the dialectic between the

physical and digital realms of the

urban environment. There is the

potential for film to constrain the

practice of architecture and the

experience of culture, with the

increased commercialisation of

the public realm and the creation

of urban spectacle. However, the

interdisciplinary process leading

to representation can open up

possibilities for interactive participation from those interpreting

them, and this was explored in

the St Michaels at the Northgate

intervention.
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Translation for Representation

Dean Lewis 13077019

P30027 Representation



Figure 1: (Composite ipad drawing, image by author)
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Translation for Representation



As representation in architecture has been constricted by regulations

and has become contractual, many authors have questioned whether

traditional forms of representation enhance spatial conception (Rykwert,

2006, p.22)(Frascari et al., 2007, p.1). There has since been a struggle

to find the best way to represent the conception and experience of

spaces (Pérez-Gómez and Pelletier, 2000, p.13). From this professional

scrutiny a wide range of interdisciplinary representation tools have

been developed for architects to conceive spaces. There is large

support for 3D virtual representation tools (Forget, 2013, p.13). However,

in practice it is not solely the use of virtual or analogue tools that has

helped conceive spaces but the integration of both (Nichols, 2014).

As the interface between these tools becomes more fluid it is perhaps

possible to conceive new spatial experiences and unique hybrid types

of representation (Nappi, 2013, p.169).

It is therefore useful to investigate the process of projection, analysis

and transformation that occurs between the uses of representation

tools. This process can be defined as translation.



The diagram above shows the great variety of translations that can

take place between ideas and the material world. It is clear to see that

it is possible to conceive space without representation. Nonetheless,

representation is extremely useful in guiding the understanding of the

material world (Klanten et al., 2008, p.6). It is also evident that tools and

interpretation heavily influence representation (Gayford, 2011, p.8). It is

therefore vital that architects understand the power of the tools used and

critically use representation as a device to improve how spatial ideas

are interpreted. This means carefully selecting interdisciplinary tools

used and their sequence, as well as analysing and editing what has

been chosen for representation. In this way architectural representation

can go beyond building construction information towards a medium for

exploring experiential and spatial ideas (Altürk, 2008).

This reflective essay aims to review interdisciplinary drawing tools and

translation processes used to represent kinetic architecture and which

representation skills to improve as a future designer. It will conclude

with which processes were successful in conveying kinetic spatial

experiences.

Our project brief was to design an architecture that resulted from or

related to motion at the site of St Michael at the North Gate. From an early

stage a process began to emerge in the way that the group translated

ideas through different representation tools. Initial discussions explored

the possibility of translating virtual information into a method for people

to digitally participate with a kinetic architecture. This expresses the idea

that virtual data can be analysed and transformed into a responsive

moving architecture. At the same time an idea was verbally presented

concerning the re-imagining of the historic north gate leading into the

city. Through analysis two ideas were merged into a single concept

for an interactive kinetic gateway. It became clear that the power of

design was not in a preconceived idea, but in how it was translated

(Chattopadhyay, 2012, p.270).



Figure 2: (Translations possible between ideas and the material world,

image by author)
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Analogue drawing to 2D digital drawing



Figure 3: (Sequence of tools used and points of group analysis during

translation, image by author)

While the group analysis took place at controlled points of translation

during the design process, as indicated in the above diagram, it is

important to note that the order of the representation tools used was

carefully considered. This was to explore various interdisciplinary

forms of representation and help prevent unnecessary duplicate work

between analogue and virtual tools.



The physical drawing was the first tool used to translate ideas from

mental to physical representation. It has always been an extension of an

architect’s thinking and because an idea is translated through the body

onto a surface the designer reserves much control over the translation

process (Frascari et al., 2007, p.23). It is this gestural mark making with

the human body that can create inner symbolic expression (Nappi,

2013, p.163). For this reason it can be argued that drawings provide an

excellent link to emotional ideas and motion. These emotional qualities

in a drawing can then lead to the viewer’s experiential interpretation.

However, as drawing becomes interdisciplinary and a virtual composite

tool, human control is increasingly restricted and virtual analysis

dominates the translation process. Despite this, the tablet-drawing

tool holds many new potentials in practice. This was well illustrated in

Real De Azua’s lecture where the possibility of a drawing quickly being

projected at many scales including 1:1 allowed multiple meanings to

be interpreted from the same drawing (2014). The ability to draw and

project a representation at a human scale pushes the boundaries of

the drawing tool and reduces the level of abstraction that architects

often work within. Another potential in industry is to quickly rework a

tablet drawing and allow representation to be manipulated by clients

as they co-design and mark make (Nappi, 2013, p.168). This idea of

digital participation in representation can mean easy sharing of digital

images and allow tutors to manipulate work during presentations. It

is regrettable that the group did not share and re-work each other’s

drawings to leave their marks and potentially create a unique combined

graphic language.

In hindsight the language behind the drawings did not always match

the kinetic nature of the project and in general the skill involved in

controlling interdisciplinary tools towards a clear visual language was

not well considered. It is crucial to understand why and for whom

representation is designed to be viewed (Berger, 1972, p.84).
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Analogue drawing to 3D virtual drawing

The group did not use the ability to continually record or save a single

drawing as it is transformed and then analyse key ideas and moments

in the design process. From this it would have been possible to translate

these images into an animated sequence that clearly showed kinetic

intent required by the project.

The tablet interface discussed previously, is constantly improving but

has many limitations. The ipad has enabled fingers to complete an

electric circuit, which improves human integration (Gayford, 2011,

p.93). It appears that there are still leaps to be made in how computers

interface with human movement and other physical phenomenon.

Representations have already imagined better links between these

two worlds. These ‘augmented reality’ devices are still being developed

(Rekimoto and Ayatsuka, 2000, p.7).



It is likely the speed in translation to 3D projections of space that entices

designers to use virtual tools (Lenk, 2008, p.24). The level of skill required

to now conceive spaces is greatly reduced. For this reason it is even

more important to continually analyse how ideas are translated through

3D software tools. As Forget points out, without constant analysis

using multiple viewports it is easy to begin random 3D design through

observation (2013, p.4).

In order to draw a digital model using 3D software a tool to graphically

record the translation between physical mouse movements and the

resulting virtual CAD drawing was necessary. IOGraph allowed this

visual mapping of the translation process and gave the ability to analyse

restricted human movement.



Figure 4: (Potential for new virtual interfaces in Iron Man, 2008)
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Figure 5: (Representation of translation from physical mouse movement

into virtual projection, image by author)
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Digital representation appeared to restrict human gestural movement

in its graphic representation. However, there are good examples where

drawing tools have aided more accurate spatial projections. Albrecht

Dürer devised a drawing tool using a grid method to control the

translation process between the real world and the 2D drawing (PérezGómez and Pelletier, 2000, p.34). By controlling projections through grid

systems it is predictable that grids control the translation of spatial ideas.

This occurred as a sketch for the intervention was translated using a

3D drawing software and rationalising into a grid system. The benefit

of this being that the architectural proposal would be able to organise

‘BIG’ data sets into movement. A social network grid of data could then

be instantly translated into the kinetic grid controlling public movement

through Corn Market Street (Higgins, 2009, p.79).



This opened up the possibility of mapping and visualising the data flow

from a mobile device as it tweets a message and is translated into the

kinetic movement of the gateway (Klanten et al., 2008, p.89). From text

the mobile translates the message into a binary grid, which is then

projected into the kinetic ‘datascape’ of the intervention, essentially a 3D

moving chart. There are two variables the x and y-axis relating to 1 and

0 and the frequency of tweets linked to the length of the strand or z-axis.



Figure 6: (Albrecht Dürer drawing tool in Pérez-Gómez and Pelletier,

2000, p.34)



Figure 7: (Kinetic architecture resulting from binary motion, image by

author)
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References

From this, transformations of the gateway were interpreted in order to

allow paths through the network of retractable strands. If the kinetic

architectural representation resulted from the human gestural motion

through drawing this would have added an extra layer of richness

to the project. However, the idea of binary motion resulting in kinetic

architecture was a powerful idea that could have been explored further.

In conclusion, the tablet and ipad drawings achieved the desired

emotionally charged images that were lacking in the 3D model translated

using a mouse. Notwithstanding the drawings did not capture the full

kinetic intent of the architecture. For this reason it would be beneficial to

develop a skill at using different drawing interfaces with the computer.

It is the interface between digital and analogue environments that is

still to fully evolve. Through the process of drawing with fingers the

hand’s movement was brought back into the design, which is critical

in fusing human scale into architectural design. Touch using hands

helps interpret the material world and so it is vital to understand the

importance of touch in making representation and interpreting it.

Otherwise, buildings can discourage touch and therefore alienates the

interpreter. Although it has to be said that the sensory perception of

touch is best achieved using physical models. From this it is important

to know when to translate an idea using another design tool. As was

suggested at the start it is the combination of interdisciplinary tools that

best informs the design process.

With this continued blurring of the virtual and physical world it is almost

certain that it will bring new ways to conceive kinetic architectural

experiences and ideas. It will also likely bring new interactive ways to

interpret representations.
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